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Plains Explo ation & Production Company

September 14, 2006

Vaquero Energy
5060 California Avenue, Suite 64
Bakersfield; California 93309
Attn: Ken Hunter

Re: Letter ofIntent datFd January 27,2006 between Plains Exploration &
~ro.duction Compapy (''PXP'') and V8.:9l!ero ~tlergy eVaquero")

Dear Mr. Hunter:

This is to inform you t~t since your last discussion with PXP, that several
significant obstacles to going fo ard with the project set forth in the above referenced
letter has been identified by our legal department. First, the California Gas Producers
Access Agreement entered into pn 12/1/95 between Torch Energy Marketing, Inc as
"Producer" (pXP is now the iProducer") and Southern California Gas Company
("SoCal") as Utility ("Access Agreement") covers gas only from the "Contract Area"
identified in said Agreement a~ the Lompoc Field and the Point Pedernales Field.
Accordingly, the Contract Area 9f the Access Agreement would need to be amended to
include your gas from the careag~ield.

Unfortunately, we unders d from discussions with our consultants that SoCal
will most likely not be amenable to amending the Access Agreement, but will require a
new access agreement with new erms and conditions which will create significant new

I

costs and operating hardships for both PXP and Vaquero. _ So~ t'~""~~ "",,\'M~-
~~ Co... Ori\Ol""~ "17J\/fl- ,,(l.C:lI"'~

Obviously to go forward I 'th discussions with SoCal, PXP would first require
Vaquero to indemnify it (and pro~ide financial assurances acceptable to PXP to support
such indemnification) from any a d all new costs and operational hardships that may be
imposed on PXP by the new con act, and to reimburse PXP for aU of its costs and time
in negotiating such a transaction ith SoCal. While PXP is unable to quantify such costs
at this time, we do believe that su h costs may be substantial.
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The second obstacle identired by our legal department is the potential inability of
PXP to shift all cost, risk, and lia1:{lity with regard to the pipelines to Vaquero, including
but not limited to operational safety, spill clean-up and abandonment issues.
Accordingly, PXP would require hat Vaquero provide it with appropriate perfonnance
bonds and insurance coverage to ~ffectively insure that PXP would have no risk involved
in going forward with a transfer 0 the pipeline to Vaquero.

In light of the foregoing issues, if Vaquero is still interested in pursuing its
project, please advise. We wo~d anticipate the' need for some formal agreement to
document the parties understanding concerning the above discussed matters before any
discussions with Soeal take place

Ifyou desire to discuss fu her, please call me at 713-579-6214.
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